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C_ over Story
One used humor to describe "Simpsons' math." Another said he found
personal connections through the art of performance. But no matter what
their story, all thanked their families and colleagues as inspirations in their
teaching and research.
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EMU pays tribute to its
faculty, staff and students
during Week of Excellence

These were the sentiments of the six Distinguished Faculty Award winners,
honored during the Celebration of Faculty Excellence, one of the major
events during Eastern Michigan University's annual "Salute to Excellence
Week," which took place March 21-25.
�----.....,"The Distinguished
Faculty Awards
are the most
prestigious faculty
awards that the
University
presents to its
faculty," said EMU
Provost Jack Kay.

By Ron Podell

Six Ronald W.
Collins
Distinguished
Faculty Awards renamed a decade
ago to honor the
late, former
FACULTY FETED: Lee Stille (at podium), a
provost Ron
professor of communication, media and theatre
Collins - were
handed out at the
arts, gives his acceptance speech during the
Celebration of Faculty Excellence March 23 in the Celebration of
Student Center Ballroom. Stille received the
Faculty Excellence
Distinguished Faculty Award for Creative Activity. event in the
Stille was one of six EMU faculty to garner a
Student Center
Distinguished Faculty Award.
Ballroom March
23.
Stephen Blair, assistant professor of mathematics, and Amy Flanagan
Johnson, an assistant professor of chemistry, received Teaching I awards.
Daniel Brickner, a professor of accounting and finance, garnered the
Teaching II Award. Christopher Robbins, an assistant professor of
teacher education, and Ruth Ann Armitage, a professor of chemistry,
won the Research I and Research II awards, respectively. Lee Stille, a
professor of communication, media and theatre arts, took home the
Creative Activity Award.
"Wow! I think this is as close as I'm going to get to the Oscars," said
Johnson. "So I think I'll thank the Academy."
Johnson credited her parents with instilling in her, at a very young age, a
hard work ethic and a curious nature.
"Those are the two things that started early. They encouraged me," said
Johnson, who also pointed to her husband as a great support system.
Brickner provided similar sentiments.
"I was so lucky to grow up in a great family with my brothers, Frank and
Mike," he said. "I learned about honesty, being respectful of others, being
conscientious and taking pride in one's work. I know that any success I
achieve in life can be traced back to my parents."

Although grateful for the award, Brickner said he doesn't believe he does
anything special in the classroom. His chief goal is to engage students and
make the subject matter as interesting as possible.
"I try to give them (students) their money's worth every day," Brickner
said.
Blair told the crowd he wasn't much of a public speaker. Instead, he
entertained the audience by discussing what he termed "Simpsons math,"
after the characters in the popular FOX animated television series. He used
the "place value" concept, the single most important mathematical concept
that is taught to elementary school students, said Blair, who teaches the
concept to his pre-service teachers.
"What comes after seven in the Simpsons' world? This is a real important
question in mathematics," Blair said, explaining the show's characters have
only eight digits - thumbs, but no pinkies - on their hands. " ...
Mathematically, what comes after seven in Simpsons' world is ten. Eight
doesn't exist. Think about it this way. If you're writing down the numbers,
we write until we run out of single digits. Then, we make multi-digit,
two-digit numbers. We run out of numbers ... The next number is one,
zero, which we call ten."
Stille, too, said he has never been a great communicator. But he said the
solitary imaginative world of his mind growing up - one that included vast
medieval fights and TV episodes of "Lost in Space" - provided him a
creative outlet to connect with the outside world.
"I see the world through performance," said Stille, who was lauded for his
recent direction of EMU Theatre's production of "Hamlet." "I see them
(performances), in essence, as a text to be communicated."
For a snapshot video and complete individual videos of the Distinguished
Faculty Award winners' acceptance speeches, go to http://www.emich.edu
/video/video subset. php?m= 149.
The Week of Excellence included the Graduate Research Fair Awards; the
Human Resources Employee Recognition Awards (for years of service to
EMU); a Student Celebration, the Celebration of Faculty Excellence Awards,
which included the Ronald W. Collins Distinguished Faculty Awards; the
College of Education Salute to Excellence; the Undergraduate Symposium
and Holman Success Center's Celebration of Student Support (formerly
known as Faculty Tutor Appreciation Day).
Graduate Research Fair
The 13th Annual Graduate Research Fair took place March 21 in the Student
Center. The awards ceremony, honoring outstanding graduate students,
showcased research projects with categories ranging from world languages
to arts and humanities, education and engineering.
"We have more than 190
graduate programs (at
Eastern Michigan
University)," said Deb de
Laski-Smith, interim dean
of the Graduate School.
"This was the first year
that every college, every
department and every
school was represented by
a research project."
Eastern graduate students
Katherine Guyon and Erin
Gallagher presented their
research, entitled "The
influence of Maternal
Well-Being on Later Infant
Affective Expression."
"(The message I want to

A TEAM CONCEPT: Jeffrey Porter (right),
an EMU graduate student, explains his
poster presentation during the Graduate
Research Fair March 21. His project was
entitled "The Concept of a "Team":
Examing the Subcultures and the Use of

convey to my audience) is Artifacts to Define Behavior Among
the importance of
Intercollegiate Athletics."
maternal mental health,
especially during the
formative years of child development," said Guyon.
Guyon said that working on this project really opened her eyes to her
interests. The effects on the baby and the mother were what she found
most interesting.
Tiffany Abrego, an EMU graduate student, presented, "Sex Talk: The Effect
of Parents' Previous Sexual Experiences on Communication With Their
Adolescent About Sex."
"(My project) shows that parents' own sexual experiences, when they are
younger, affects how they communicate with their adolescents about sex,"
said Abrego.
Abrego, who has participated in the Graduate Research Fair for a number of
years, said that participating has helped her with her thesis. She added that
it provides good practice for her to get in the habit of answering questions,
presenting her research and creating posters.
This year's Ronal.d Collins Medal of Excellence was awarded to Ashley
Weidman. The award honors a graduate student with outstanding research
or scholarly contributions to a discipline or department. Alicia Anderson was
awarded the Gerri Collins Medal, which honors a graduate assistant who
has demonstrated extraordinary service contributions to the department,
school, office or community.
"This was our 13th year. The first year, we had SO presenters. This year,
we had more than 260," said de Laski-Smith. "(We were able to) see a
variety of students' research on campus."
Employee Service Recognition
With the theme "In gratitude for your decades of dedication," 287 Eastern
Michigan employees were recognized at a special breakfast event in the
Student Center March 22.
The annual Employee Recognition Awards event honored employees
celebrating their 10th, 15th, 20th, 25th, 30th, 35th or 40th anniversaries at
Eastern.
Eight employees were
honored for having worked
40 years at EMU. The
group included Ellene
Contis, Jeffrey Duncan,
Robert Holkeboer,
Anthony Iannaccone, John
Knapp, Sheila Most, Fathi
Sokkar and Geoffrey
Voght.

EXECUTIVE ORDER: (from left) Don
Loppnow, a professor of social work, is
congratulated by EMU President Susan
Martin for his 35 years of service to EMU
during the Employee Recognition
Breakfast, which took place in the Student
Center Ballroom March 22. In all, 287
EMU employees were honored for their
service to the University.

Congratulations to "those
of you who started here at
age 12," joked master of
ceremonies Jane Syzdek in
introducing the 40-year
group. Syzdek is a training
specialist in the
Department of Human
Resources, which staged
the event.
Thirty-five year honorees
included James Holoka,
Donald Loppnow, Charles
Saxon, Barbara Scheffer,
Cynthia Van Pelt and
Glenn Walker.

President Susan Martin spoke of the warm and welcoming feeling she felt
when she first visited EMU. She had no ambitions of becoming a university
president, but her initial perception of EMU helped change that.
"The place just knocked me out," she said.
She noted that freshman applications stand at 11,000 for next fall, up from
9,000 the previous year. In all, EMU has regained two-thirds of the
enrollment it lost over a five-year period in the last decade.
"You all did that . .. " Martin told the capacity crowd in the Student Center
Ballroom. "You create that vibe ... You are that special spark."
The event featured a video tribute, where longtime employees spoke of the
sense of family and community they feel at EMU. Others cited the campus,
the diversity of people, and working with such a varied group of students as
highlights of their work at Eastern.
Professor Mary Vielhaber, who teaches business communications, noted the
many changes that have occurred at EMU over the years, including trying
to explain the concept of carbon paper to confounded students.
Other noteworthy changes cited were the opening of Halle Library, the
growth of food service and quality of academic programs.
"We're all working together to educate the students of EMU," concluded
Syzdek. "This is the community you have built. It is a wonderful place to
be."
Student Gold Medallion Awards
Eleven students
or student
organizations
were recognized
during the
Student Gold
Medallion Awards
March 22 in the
Student Center
Ballroom. The
awards recognize
excellence in
student
leadership and
service
exemplified by
students who
work or
volunteer in the
Division of
Student Affairs
and Enrollment
Management.

STUDENT SECTION: Winners and nominees for the
Student Gold Medallion Awards pose for a group
photo after the ceremony, which took place March
22 in the Student Center Ballroom.

Student Gold Medallion winners are: Benjamin Nelson and Richard
Gorski (Goodwill Ambassador); Nancy Krause (Outstanding Leadership
by a Student); Stephen Robinson (Outstanding Mentorship by a Student);
Kenneth Freirson (Outstanding Performance by a Graduate Assistant);
Mary Beth Fawcett (Outstanding Performance by a Graduate Student
Employee);Shawna Foley (Outstanding Performance by a Student
Employee); Shawn Wettlaufer (Outstanding Service Delivery by a
Student); Rebecca Boog (Outstanding Volunteerism by a Student);
Mallory Apel (Outstanding Leadership of a Student Organization);
Preservation Eastern (Student Organization); Jasmina
Camo-Biogradilija (Student Organization Advisor); and the RHA
Program Board (Student Organization Program)
Student Affairs' staff recognized with Gold Medallion Awards
The Division of Student Affairs and Enrollment Management celebrated its
30th Annual Gold Medallion awards celebration March 24.

The program honored outstanding divisional employees, and persons or
groups external to the University and the division who have made a
significant contribution.
Nearly 300
employees
attended the
event in the
Student Center
Ballroom, which
featured a movie
theme with
"paparazzi"
photographers,
balloons, bubbles
and a video
highlighting the
nominees.
A nine-member
Gold Medallion
committee
selected this
year's winners
from among 42
nominees.

GOLDEN GIRL: Gurleen Kaur Mohan, assistant
director, systems, in financial aid, is all smiles as
she accepts the Gold Medallion Award in the
administrative professional category during a
ceremony in the Student Center Ballroom
March 24. In all, Gold Medallion awards were
handed out in 15 categories to staff in the Division This year's
of Student Affairs and Enrollment Management as winners and their
well as those external to the university who have categories are:
contributed to the division.
Dr. Dan
Mayman and
the St. Joseph Mercy staff (Group External to the University); Lorraine
McKnight, advising and career development, and Carrie May, Holman
Success Center (Persons External to the Division); John Dugger, College
of Technology (Faculty Award); Stephanie Petsch, financial aid (Divisional
Ambassador); Chanda Victoria, dining services (Clerical); and Kelly
Schneider O'Connor, financial aid (Retention).
Other awardees included Eric Ward, Wellness Center
(Professional/Technical - PT); Nina Jones, dining services (FM/Custodial);
Jessica Klein, Women's Resource Center (New Employee); Carlos Costa,
Student Center (Innovation); Gurleen Kaur Mohan, financial aid
(Administrative Professional - AP); Janice Boone, records and registration
(Outstanding Service Delivery by an Individual); and Rhonda Butts,
Jennifer Jones-Barnes, Sharon Miller, Pat Neibert, Terree O'Neil
Darling, Ginger Ostrowski, Jillian Poteracki, Mary Reeves, Debbie
Sowa and Lanh Tran, admission processing team (Outstanding
Service Delivery by a Team).
A strive for excellence, enthusiasm, a caring attitude for students, and
delivery of great customer service were winning characteristics frequently
cited by nominators.
Mayman, a psychiatrist, and the St. Joseph team, were honored for their
genuine concern and compassion for students.
As he accepted a plaque and trophy, Mayman briefly talked about
hospitalized students in crisis and the importance of a good counseling plan
they can follow once they leave St. Joseph's. The university cares about its
students and wants them to succeed, he said.
"We know they have a good place to go instead of worrying that they are
going to be kicked out of school because of this," Mayman said. "That
means a lot to me and my staff."
Petsch was nominated for being a goodwill ambassador who makes Eastern
Michigan shine. Her nominators also noted her involvement with local
charities.
"It's weird to accept something for doing the right thing," Petsch said, when
handed her award.

Undergraduate Symposium

Eastern Michigan University celebrated more than 300 students at the 31st
Annual Undergraduate Symposium March 25. Oral and poster presentations
of students' outstanding term papers, class projects, independent studies,
lab projects, honors theses or performances took place in the Student
Center. The event featured work from nearly all disciplines and was
sponsored by 170 faculty members.
"This is a good opportunity to talk to others about what we do as early
childhood development educators," said EMU student Katie Grim.
Grim presented "Early Childhood
Education Professionals: Prepared for
Play, Problems and Planning" with
fellow EMU students Sarah Meyer,
Abbey Hobbick, Caitlin Garvin, Lisa
Larsen and Amanda Dittman. The
purpose of their project was to
demonstrate the importance of
preparedness in early childhood
education.
Hosted by the College of Arts and
Sciences, the Symposi..1m is an
opportunity for participating students
to share the results of their research
and creative academic activities in a
conference-like format.
Eastern students Julie Weber and
Laura Huston teamed up to present
their poster project, "Designing
Symposium: A Look into the Process
and Collaboration Behind
Undergraduate Symposium Graphic
Design." Over the last two
semesters, they created all of the
promotional pieces - from the logo
to posters, mailers, T -shirts and the
program - for the event. They
started from concept exploration and
saw every piece through to the
finished products.

MUSICAL PERFORMANCE: Megan
Chartier performs Bach's "Suite
No. 1 in G Major for Cello" during
the Undergraduate Symposium
March 25 in the Student Center
Auditorium.

"I feel more prepared to go out and find a job after working on this giant
project," said Weber. "I feel like I could walk into a design firm and do all of
these things."
In the Student Center Auditorium, EMU dance students Emily Swanson, Joy
Morris Rakowski, Jeffery Waddell and Xinran Li each performed their own
choreographed solo in "Rhombic Dance."
"This is such an honor. This is the first time I've been asked to perform (for
the symposium)," said Swanson. "To be honored to do something that I
love, that I care so much about, and to have my own personal
choreography on stage ... It really means so much to let that out in front of
everyone."
For the first time ever, the University Communications and Marketing staff
created video interviews of some of the Symposium presenters. During
each interview, presenters were asked to state their name, their
professor's names, the name of their project and what they thought made
their project cool. For a look at the videos, go to http://www.emich.edu
/video/video subset.php?m=143.- Jen Hawkins, Geoff Larcom and

Pamela Young contributed to this report.
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Eastern Michigan's Robert Winning has been selected as a recipient of the 2011
Distinguished Professor of the Year award, sponsored by the Presidents Council, State
Universities of Michigan.
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EMU biology professor
Robert Winning
selected as a
Distinguished
Professor of the Year in
Michigan

By Geoff Larcom

Winning, a professor of biology, is one of four winrers of the fifth annual award.
"Higher education is one of
the few good investments
in these hard economic
times," said Michael
Boulus, executive director
of the Presidents Council,
State Universities of
Michigan."We need to
honor those who continue
to contribute to its success
and produce well prepared
and intelligent graduates of
Michigan's 15 public
universities. These
outstanding professors are
actively involved in
developing the minds of
Michigan's future, and
deserve recognition for
their work."
The Michigan Distinguished WIIIA'IIING PROFESSOR: Bob Winning, an EMU
professor of biology (here holding an African
Professor of the Year
clawed frog}, recently was named one of four
recognition program
recognizes the outstanding Distinguished Professors of the Year in Michigan.
contributions made by the The award is sponsored by the President's Council,
State Universities of Michigan.
faculty from Michigan's
public universities to the
education of undergraduate students. Each of Mict·igan's 15 public universities was
invited by the Presidents Council to nominate a faculty member who has had a
significant impact on student learning through various mediums, including work in the
classroom and student advising.
In honoring Winning, the Presidents Council described him in this way: "(Winning)
approaches his work with innovation, thoughtful e1gagement, and effective
incorporation of technology. Dr. Winning was the 2009 recipient of the EMU Ronald
W. Collins Distinguished Faculty ..\ward (at EMU) in teaching, and has made a
significant impact on student learning in and out o; the classroom. From curriculum
development to service to the university commun ty, he is committed to serving all
students who seek guidance, mentoring, and career development."
Winning has said he values his experience at Eastern because teaching is emphasized
along with research.
"I always valued teaching. So, when I looked for a faculty position, I wanted to find a
place that would allow me to do both teaching anc research. EMU offered me the
balance I was looking for," Winn ng said. "My interactions with undergraduate
students in the classroom and in my laboratory hcve been hugely rewarding. To
receive an award for doing what I love almost makes me feel guilty."
Winning said that, to him, teaching is like making an investment in Michigan.
"Our students are the future of this state," he said. "We need to make that
investment in their education to bring the state beck and get it moving forward
again."

Winning received his bachelor's and master's degrees at the University of Calgary
(Alberta) and his doctorate at the University of Waterloo (Ontario). His general
research interests concern the molecular analysis of early developmental events in
amphibian embryogenesis. He studies how cellular interactions and cell signaling
affect cell fate and cell behavior in embryos.
Other winners included Paul Kelso, of the department of geology and physics at Lake
Superior State University; Robert LaDuca, Jr., who teaches science at Lyman Briggs
College at Michigan State University; and Gopalan Srinivasan, of the department of
physics at Oakland University.
The Presidents Council will host an awards luncheon May 12 at the Radisson Hotel in
Lansing.
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Editor's Note: This is the first in a series of three articles profiling Eastern Michigan
University's 14 Presidential Scholars.
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EMU's Presidential
Scholars come from
different backgrounds,
have diverse interests

By Jen Hawkins

The Presidential Scholarship is a four-year award that pays 30 credit hours (15 per
semester) per year of in-state tuition, housing, food allowance and mandatory fees.
Students who receive these scholarships must live in University residence halls the
first two years of the award, complete at least 15 credit hours per semester and
maintain a 3.5 GPA.
Scholarship recipients are selected during EMU's annual Presidential Scholarship
Competition. Awards are based on a competitive exam. To compete, high school
seniors must have either a 3. 7 GPA, with a minimum of a 25 ACT or 1, 150 SAT score.
Each scholarship winner also must complete a successful interview.
This year, 14 students were found deserving of the honor. Profiles of the first five are
provided below.
Kara Marsac (Clarkston, Mich.)
Kara Marsac is considered the black sheep of her family because her mom, dad and
brother went to Ferris State. But this Presidential Scholar went her own way and is
happy here at Eastern Michigan University.
"The classes are small and the professors take an interest in you,"
Marsac said. "I also really like the people here. I think Eastern is
an underappreciated school."
Marsac is happy to be one of the Presidential Scholarship winners.
"I love the scholarship," she said. "I am so excited to have
received it, and so are my parents !"
Marsac graduated from Clarkston High School with a 4.0 grade
point average.
1
1

I always put school first. I would never skip school. If I have a
Marsac
test to study for, I put that before everything," Marsac said. 11I am
super driven and I really want to get that 'A'. It is a constant
process of checking yourself. 11
Marsac plans to major in geology. She is an advocate of the earth, and she knew she
wanted to study something involving science.
"Geology is an amazing earth science. Rocks were here at the beginning and will be
here at the end," Marsac said. "I am not usually challenged, but (with geology) I
have to work really hard. 11
Balancing her time is her biggest challenge. Geology is a demanding major that
keeps her really busy. She plans to attend a geology field camp for six weeks in the
spring and summer of 2013. She said she is a little nervous to spend six weeks in a
tent.
"I have never been camping longer than a weekend," Marsac admits. 11I haven't
discovered my outdoorsy side yet. 11
Once she decides her concentration in geology, Marsac will choose a field camp to
attend. While there, she will take part in various activities, including the collection of
geologic data, interpreting geologic structures and geologic mapping.
In her high school days, Marsac was involved in many different activities and clubs.
"A little bit of everything," she said.

She was editor of the school newspaper. She was in band, performed in musicals,
took part in solo ensemble and played in the orchestra pit. In addition, she was a
teacher's aide for three years and a math tutor for five years.
Marsac also was an intern at the Michigan House of Representatives and the Potter
Park Zoo in Lansing.
Marsac has continued her extracurricular involvement here at Eastern. She started
her own club here at EMU: The Stress-Free Environment Club. Students attend to get
away from doing work for an hour or two.
"College life can be stressful, especially for freshmen. (For them) everything is new,"
she said. "We watch movies and play games. We feed the squirrels and sometimes
complain about roommates."
Marsac plans to become a geology professor. She loved being a tutor and would like
to continue with similar work.
Adomas Rauckis (Imlay City, Mich.)
Since fourth grade, Adomas Rauckis was interested in the world and the people in it.
His teacher told him that he was really smart, good at debating and that he should go
to school to be a lawyer. Pursuing a major in political science may lead him to do just
that.
Rauckis is not certain what he would like to do in the future, but he
has thought about becoming a lawyer or a judge, or possibly
entering the military. His highest goal is to be part of the U.S.
Supreme Court.
"Winning the Presidential Scholarship has opened a lot of doors for
me," Rauckis said. "I feel very privileged and honored to have it.
I have been given a huge advantage for my future. People look at
you differently, though. They expect more from you (than other
students)."
Rauckis

Balancing his academics, social life and extracurricular activities is
Rauckis's biggest challenge. He is part of a fraternity, but feels he
doesn't get much time to bond with his brothers.

"I feel like now (that I'm in college) I have to learn how to study," said Rauckis. "I
bombed a test last semester and I look at it as a reminder when I feel like I'm
slacking. I really don't like the way that feels."
Rauckis was involved in a lot of activities during high school. He played football,
baseball and basketball, participated in track, ran cross country, was on the student
council and took part in Students Against Destructive Decisions. Even with that
schedule, he graduated from high school with a 3.8 GPA.
Rauckis would like to continue his extracurricular activities at Eastern by getting
involved with student government, Mock Trial and Model U.N.
"I like Eastern because it is in a small town," said Rauckis. "I come from a small
town, and it's nice because there is less culture shock, less homesickness for me.
Especially in the Honors College. It's like a small community within a small
community."
Kendra Jones (Aurora, Colo.)
Kendra Jones moved to Michigan from Colorado to attend Eastern Michigan
University. A friend told her about EMU and recommended she look into the
Presidential Scholarship opportunity. She realized that she couldn't afford not to.
"I am so thankful for this scholarship," said Jones. "I wouldn't be in college if it wasn't
for that."
Jones is the oldest of her siblings and considers herself honorary
parent number three. It is challenging for her to be so far away
from her family. But, she really loves the people she has met here
at EMU.
"I was really hesitant about coming to Eastern," said Jones. "I was
worried about being in a large 300-student lecture hall. But then I

found out about the honors classes, and I was good to go. My
classes are small enough to allow for personal relationships with
my peers and teachers."
Jones plans to major in biology and would like to become an
emergency room doctor.

Jones

"I shadowed an exotic-pet veterinarian one summer and I was able to shadow, well
watch, an ER doctor at a hospital. I love the rush of medicine. It is awesome," she
said. "I love being busy and I can be bossy sometimes. If there is a human life at
stake, I am comfortable enough with myself that I could save someone."
Jones graduated high school with a 3. 733 GPA and received an ACT score of 33, which
put her in the 99th percentile in the country. While in high school, Jones was
president of the drama club and took part in swimming and ran cross country. During
that time, she also volunteered at a no-kill animal shelter, where she helped treat
sick animals. In the summer months, Jones worked at an animal behavioral
internship.
At Eastern, Jones has taken a number of honors classes, is a new member of Alpha
Gamma Delta (AGD) sorority and is an officer for the Society for Paranormal Studies
(SPS).
"I really love the SPS club," said Jones. "I love the people and it was really SPS that
got me connected on campus. I look forward to getting more involved with SPS as
well as AGD."
Luisa Scavo (St. Clair Shores, Mich.)
While going to high school, Luisa Scavo also attended the Macomb Mathematics
Sciences and Technology Center. This meant she was up earlier and taking on a
bigger workload than the average high school student, and added a math and science
concentration to her education.
"It was a great place and I'm glad I went there," said Scavo of the
technology center. If not for the courses, then for the people."
Scavo would like to pursue a major in linguistics with a minor in
computer linguistics. Her goal is to work in speech synthesis, the
artificial production of human speech.
"I like languages," she said. "We developed languages so we could
tell our stories."
While at Eastern Michigan University, Scavo plans to take either
German or Italian language classes. She has deep family roots in
Scavo
Sicilian culture and would like to learn the dialogue. Scavo
mentioned her name in Italian means "famous warrior." Her
family believes that every name is a wish.
When asked about the scholarship, Scavo brightened. With a huge smile she said, "It
is so exciting. I'm really proud of myself. There were so many people who I felt were
more accomplished, but they chose me. It's almost surreal that someone thought I
should go to school for free."
Scavo works hard to keep up her GPA. She always asks questions in class and doesn't
make excuses for herself.
"It is difficult for me, however. I find myself daydreaming when I'm in class," she
said. "But I love learning and I like being in school."
Scavo plans to get involved with campus activities. She is interested in photography,
creative writing and would like to explore the Michigan Linguistics Society.
Tori Klisz (St. Clair, Mich.)
Tori Klisz knew she wanted to be an elementary school teacher from a young age.
"I used to teach my Beanie Babies," she said. "And, after I helped out for Special
Olympics Bowling in high school, I knew I wanted to teach special education."
Klisz was involved in a lot of activities in high school. She was on
the student council and also was president of the National Honor
Society. In addition, she ran cross country and track, and was part

of the youth advisory council. Klisz also took part in numerous
community service projects, including blood drives and senior
citizen dinner theatres.
"I have a passion for service," Klisz said. "It has helped me be a
better person and I have learned a lot. I especially learned to be
more patient. You really see the good in people, too. You see the
good in everyone (who is) helping."
Klisz said that doubting herself is her biggest challenge.

Klisz

"I have a big work load and I am involved in a lot," she said. "I
have to believe in myself and have faith that I can do it. Sometimes I think that I
can't."
One thing Klisz likes about Eastern is that it is small. She said she didn't want to go to
a big city. She likes seeing people she knows on campus and that the professors are
easy to talk to. She also was thrilled to win the scholarship.
"I like the scholarship," Klisz said. "But, it is a lot of pressure. If I lose it, it's going to
be a big deal."
To stay on track with her schoolwork, Klisz said that she studies a lot and asks her
classmates when she needs help. She tries to keep in contact with people and be
proactive with her education. This is how she maintained her impressive 3.99 GPA in
high school.
Last summer, Klisz completed the Mackinac Memorial Bridge Race with her mom and
sister. She said that it was a symbol of her crossing the bridge to adult independence
as a student at Eastern.
"It was awesome," Klisz said. "It felt so good to do and it was so beautiful. It was
great running with family, too. It was nice doing something different, and that is what
college is going to be."
Klisz plans to pursue a degree in special education and would like to work with
cognitively-impaired elementary students.
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Focus on children of
military veterans
concludes Porter
Lecture Series

By Amy E . Whitesall

Before U.S. Army Reserve Major Meck Spickard deployed to Afghanistan with his unit
in 2007, he sat down with his wife, Shanna, and their two young children and made a
paper chain 365 links long. They tock a picture with the four of them wrapped in the
chain, which seemed to go on forever.
Sydney Spickard was in kindergarter1 when her dad deployed; her brother Xavier was
4, and every night the kids looked forward to tearing off one of the links before they
went to bed.
It took a while for it to
seem like the chain was
actually getting smaller,
said Shanna, a middle
school principal and
Eastern Michigan
University doctoral
student. But one link at
a time, the family inched
closer to reuniting with
Mack, a Howell attorney
assigned to the 36th
Engineer Brigade from
Fort Hood, Texas.
On April 1, Shanna and
Mack Spickard will share
their experiences and
lessons learned in the
opening presentation of
EMU'S "What About the
Kids? The Impact of
Military Issues in the
K-12 Schools"
conference, an event
.
focused on the impact of
m1l1tary issues on ki ds
_
from preschool to high
school.

FAMILY CHAIN: U.S. Army Reserve Major Mack
Spickard poses with his family in the 365-link paper
chain the¥ made to signify his time away after he
was deployed to Afghanistan. Each day, his wife,
Shanna, and children, Sydney and Xavier, removed
one link c,f the chain to move closer to the day the
family would be reunited. Mack and Shanna will
share their experiences and lessons learned during a
Porter Le :ture Series conference, entitled "What
About the Kids?" April 1 in room 203 of the Porter
Building. The conference will focus on the impact of
issues on children from preschool to high
mi ta
� ?
sc 00 ·

Registration for the
conference, which will be
in room 203 of the
Porter Building, starts at 8:30 a.m., with the conference taking place from 9 a . m . to
3 p.m. "What About the Kids?: " is the final event in a year-long series focused on
veterans' welfare and caring for tho5e who serve, and supported by the John W.
Porter Distinguished Chair in Urban .::ducation. The series has sought to bring
sustained attention to the issues veterans face and provide the campus and
community with several different oi:::portunities to intersect with those issues.

More than 10,000 veterans have returned home to Wayne, Oakland and Washtenaw
counties, according to statistics from the Bureau of Veterans Affairs. But because the
area doesn't have a military base, nany of their needs go unnoticed or unmet. Their
families, likewise, fly under the radar.
"I think it's really important (to get :his information out), especially with there not
being a base locally," Shanna Spickard said. "It was difficult to get support. When you
do belong to a base, there's a ton of support. It's like a family. But Mack and I are
both professionals. Besides his weekends (of reserve training) and two weeks in the
summer, I wasn't part of that community. It makes you realize there's a whole group
of people out there that need to knew where that support is and how to tap into it."

Mack Spickard joined the U.S. Army out of high school and, after his initial stint,
continued to serve off and on in the National Guard and Army Reserve. He spent a
year in Afghanistan and, in 2010, he was mobilized (the domestic version of a
deployment) to Fort Drum, New York for a year-long assignment as a Judge Advocate
at the U . S. Army's Trial Defense Service.
In addition to constructing the chain, the Spickards prepared their kids for the first
deployment by recording Mack's voice on audio-equipped teddy bears and picture
frames; recognizing that Xavier was struggling mightily with the idea of his dad's
impending absence; and getting him some early mental healthcare.
Schools can help, Shanna Spickard said, if they know who needs it.
"Being an administrator and in the school system, I knew who to contact and what to
do. A lot of times I get parents in here who, maybe they're having marital problems,
or a grandparent or a pet dies, and they don't think that's good information for the
staff to know," she said. "But if we know, then we can cut (the kids) a bit of a break.
I knew as soon as we were going to tell the kids, we let the teachers know and let
the counselors know.
"It made me realize we could do more in our school just to identify those kids. Maybe
put it on our enrollment form, 'Are you a military family?' so we know, and can
support the kids as best we can."
Conference breakout sessions directed toward teachers and school administrators,
caregivers and the general public will run from 10:30 a.m. to 12: 15 p.m. They'll
include resources that help schools and community members understand the
emotional cycle of deployment; the challenges of readjusting when a deployed parent
comes home; and providing "psychological first aid."
"It's been suggested that a lot of kids get over-diagnosed (with behavioral problems)
when it's temporary and, conversely, it's assumed temporary when they really do
need special attention," said Devika Choudhuri, an EMU professor of leadership and
counseling, and chair of the Porter Chair Committee.
New York University professor Gary Anderson will wrap up the conference with a 1
p.m. talk on the role of military - and military recruiting - in schools. A panel
discussion will follow
Previous 2010-2011 Porter Chair events have included conferences, panel
discussions, a film series and visiting speakers examining topics that range from the
experience of Native American veterans to the unique challenges veterans face in a
college setting, to the effect military service has had on opening college campuses to
women, the poor and people of color.
"We have two wars going. We've been in this for a while, and it has a growing impact
that the university should take a look at from a number of different angles,"
Choudhuri said.
For more information, go to http://www.emich.edu/coe/chair/upcominq.html.
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In response to growing concerns in Japan, Eastern Michigan University suspended its
study abroad program for 11 students and is helping them to return to the United
States. The decision came March 18.
March 29, 2011 issue
EMU suspends
programs in Japan,
helps students return
to U.S.

By Ward Mullens

"Given the heightened
safety concerns in
Japan, the mobilization
of the Department of
State to assist U-5.
citizens who wish to
leave Japan on a
voluntary basis, and the
decision of the Japan
Center for Michigan
Universities (JCMU) to
end the current
semester of classes, we
are suspending our
study abroad programs
involving our 11
students in Japan," said
Jack Kay, provost and
executive vice president '==,.,...,;,
for EMU. "We are
strongly encouraging the AIDING JAPAN: These Eastern Michigan University
students to leave Japan students collected donations for the Red Cross to aid
and return to the U.S.
the people of Japan, who were recently devastated
Although Kansai Gaidai by an earthquake and a tsunami. Students are
(University) is continuing (standing, from left) Jumpei Takegawa a graduate
its program as of today, student from Hyogo, Japan; Yoshitomo Saito, a
freshman from Yokohama, Japan; Tyrie Adams, a
we have notified their
freshman from Cleveland, Ohio; (seated, from left)
leadership that EMU
David Peath, a senior from Algonac; and Mike
students have been
encouraged to leave the Billings, a freshman from Royal Oak.
program and Japan."
Kay said that the students and their families had been electronically notified and that
EMU would assist the students in securing commercial or State Department arranged
flights. Eastern also will work with academic departments to help students complete
the semester and earn academic credit.
Eastern students are divided between two different universities in Japan. There are
students in the JCMU program in Hikone, Japan, while the other EMU students are at
Kansai Gaidai University. None of the EMU students were injured during the
earthquake or subsequent tsunami.
"We are deeply, deeply aware of the human tragedy that has engulfed the nation of
Japan," said Stephen Burwood, director of international programs at EMU. "This is an
ongoing challenge that is testing and will continue to test the entire nation. While our
primary concern is for the safety of our students, we also do not want to hinder in
any way efforts to face and cope with the current situation."
Approximately 30 students had previously signed up to go to Japan for summer and
fall courses. Burwood said no decision has been made on whether those courses will
be available.
The decision to suspend the programs has been met with mixed reaction from the
students in Japan, Burwood said. While both of the schools are not in the affected
area, there is still a lot of uncertainty about the situation, especially surrounding the
nuclear power plants.

"We have mixed emotions," said Tammy Kessler, the mother of EMU student Jason
Kessler of Clarkston.
Tammy Kessler attended an informational session Friday about the University's action
and next steps.
"We are disappointed for him, but you want to get your kid home safe," said Ed
Kessler, Jason's father. "We were supposed to go visit him this week, but canceled
our trip. Now, we are focused on just getting him home."
For those faculty and students at EMU who are from Japan, the news has been
positive about relatives in Japan.
"We have been showered with encouraging e-mails and phone calls," Motoko Tabuse,
an EMU professor of foreign languages and bilingual studies, told the audience at the
informational session.
The relatives of the Japanese teaching staff and the approximately 35 Japanese
students at EMU are safe, Tabuse said. However, some relatives did lose their
homes.
"We are just dealing with disappointment (of the trip being canceled). The people of
Japan are dealing with so much more. It is sad," said Tammy Kessler.
"We need to keep moving forward with hope," said Tabuse. "There is hope left. We
are planning long-term relief efforts. "We have to turn our thoughts into action and
our actions into offerings of relief."
Part of that EMU relief effort took place March 21-24 when members of the Japanese
Student Organization collected money for the American Red Cross relief effort.
Donations, made out to the Red Cross, were collected last week in front of TCF Bank
in the EMU Student Center.
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Good people can make very bad decisions when they routinely ope -ate amid a
culture of corruption.
March 29, 2011 issue

Ethos keynote speaker
provides three
elements any
organization needs to
be considered ethical

By Geoff Larcom

And, though they never set out to commit a crime when they took :he job, they can
end up in prison.
Barbara McQuade, U.S.
Attorney for the Eastern
District of Michigan,
spoke of the morally
corrosive power of such
a culture during her
keynote address March
18, winding up a week
of sessions and talks
during the Eastern
Michigan University
College of Business's
Filth Annual Ethos
Week, which took place
March 14-18.
McQuade, whose office
oversaw the indictment
of former Detroit mayor
�wame Ki:kpatrick and
i s conduct! ng �he
investi�ation into
. .
corruption in Detroit city
government, spoke
before a large luncheon
.
crowd in the Student
Center Ballroom March
18.

ETHICS EQUATION: Barbara McQuade., U.S. Attorney
for the Eastern District of Michigan, discussed three
elements any organization needs in o -der to create a
culture of ethics. The three elements 3re: an
expectation that things will be done tie right way; an
atmosphere where people can freely admit mistakes;
and a clear sense of accountability.

She praised the premise behind Ethos Week, underscoring the impcrtance of
maintaining a culture of ethics in the workplace. Such a culture should include three
elements, according to McQuade.
• An expectation that things will be done the right way.
• An atmosphere where people can freely admit mistakes.
• A clear process of accountability.
McQuade noted the variety of white-collar criminal cases her office 1andles, such as
tax fraud, improper kickbacks or false billing to an entity such as Medicare.
"Who are these people?" she asked. "Did they set out to commit a crime? I don't
think so."
Instead, McQuade said, they were caught up in a culture that failed to actively
discourage such conduct and even implicitly tolerated it.
Such an environment taps into natural human behavior. That is, wh.enever everyone
else seems to be doing something, it loses its taboo nature, McQuade said, noting
that human nature is to be a follower.
She offered the example of narrowing highway traffic, where people either slide over
early or zoom ahead before merging, based on examples set by otrer drivers.
McQuade said it's important to choose wisely at the front end of yoLr job search, to
avoid toxic and ethically barren workplaces, because it can be difficult to leave once

you are immersed in a job.
Students and others pursuing jobs should seek a safe environment, where people can
admit mistakes before they evolve into something much worse. "The cover-up is so
much worse than the crime," said McQuade, repeating an axiom first made famous
during the early 1970s Watergate scandal.
"Mistakes can be forgiven, but lies often cannot," McQuade said.
While it's understood honest mistakes will happen, employees must be held
accountable for major breaches of trust, McQuade said. If supervisors ignore bad
behavior and avoid the conflict that performance-based discussions might involve, the
work culture can erode.
McQuade joked that people she meets often say they hope never to see her in a
professional capacity. But, if you follow such workplace guidelines, McQuade said, she
is confident you will never see her as a defendant.
McQuade, 46, began serving as U.S. Attorney for the Eastern District of Michigan in
January 2010. She is the first woman to hold the post. Before that, she had served as
assistant U.S. attorney in the district since 1998. She worked as an associate
attorney at Butzel Long, P.C. in Detroit from 1993- 1998.
She graduated from the University of Michigan Law School and is a former sports
editor of the University of Michigan's student newspaper, The Michigan Daily.
The weeklong ethos event, the only university-sponsored week of its kind in the
nation, seeks to promote business ethics and to further ethics education.
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WHITE DRESSES ALL IN A ROW: These white dresses come cff as ghostly apparithns in University
Gallery at the Student Center. In reality, the silk organza, 100--percent cotton thread dresses are an
art exhibit, entitled " Lictle Lies," and were created by Brooks Harris Stevens, an EMU professor of art.
The work is part of the Annual Faculty Exhibition (Part 2), w hich is on display through April 15.
Through the exploratiDn of materials, Stevens is constantly confronted with t h e ever-changing
relationships with imagery, form, concept and scale. The annual event features the work of both
full-time and adjunct f,culty of EMU's Art Department. Photography, painting, watercolor, print media,
ceramics, graphic desi,:;in, sculpture, fiber, metal, video and mixed media are represented. For more
information, contact Gallery Programs Director Greg Tom at gtorr@emich.edu.
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The 13th Annual Graduate Research Fair kicked off Eastern Michigan University's Salute to Excellence Week March
21. The Graduate Research Fair showcases outstanding research and creative projects by EMU graduate students.
The fair included oral presentations or poster/display sessions of dissertation research, thesis research,
independent study projects, capstone experiences or special projects, examples of art and music, and outcomes
from practicum and internship experiences. Some key numbers about this year's event are as follows:
Graduate students participating 260
Oral presentations 137
Poster presentations 69
Faculty sponsors 121
Departments and schools 31 (all)
Colleges 5 (all)

Source: Graduate School
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The following are news briefs about important activities and events happening at
Eastern Michigan University.
March 29, 2011 issue
News Briefs
By Ron Podell
• EMU IT Series
• Distinguished
Speaker Series
concludes
• Baby Bowl
• Lavender
Celebration
nominations sought
• EMU Theatre
presents "Intimate
Apparel"
• Honors Exhibition in
Ford Gallery
• Wiz Khalifa in
concert
• TIAA-CREF
counseling sevices

.......
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• EMU IT Series: HR's EMU IT Series presents "EagleMail Tips and Tricks,"
Wednesday, March 30, noon to 2 p.m., room 142, McKenny Hall. The goal of
this session is to show participants EagleMail tools that ca'l help them
compose professional e-mail messages, easily organize a1d classify your
data, and respond more quickly to requests for information. To register, visit
surveymonkey.com/s/LUan Mar2011Reg or for more inform ation, contact
Jada Wester at 487-1863.
• Distinguished Speaker Series concludes: As part of
EMU's Clinical Research Administration's Distinguished
Speaker Series, Kenneth Kaitin, director of Tufts Center
for the Study of Drug Development, presents
"Pharmaceutical Innovation at a Crossroads: Economic
and Political Perspectives on the Drug Development
Process," Wednesday, March 30, 7 p.m. Student Center.
For more information, contact Stephen Sonstein at
stephen.sonstein@emich.edu.
• Baby Bowl: The Association of Black Social Work
Students (ASBW), EMU Chapter, invites students, faculty
Kaitin
and staff to join them in the "Baby Bowl: Bowl For Life"
event. Bowl and buy a raffle ticket in remembrance of a
child or to support those who have experienced such a loss. The event is
scheduled April 1, 6-10 p . m . , Ypsi-Arbor Bowl in Ypsilanti. Admission is $10
and can be purchased at the door or from an ABSW member. For more
information, contact Natalia Harris at natharris@gmail.co'Tl.
• Lavender Celebration nominations sought: The LGBT Resource Center
hosts its annual Lavender Celebration Luncheon for graduates, role models
and mentors Tuesday, April 5, 11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m., room 310, Student
Center. Eastern Michigan University faculty, staff and students are invited to
celebrate those who have made a positive contribution to our lesbian, gay,
bisexual and transgender community. To nominate someone who has made a
difference, go to http://www. surveymonkey.com/s/LGBTSTAR. To RSVP for
the luncheon, please do so by Friday, April 1, to mlarkin@emich.edu or call
487-1075.
EMU Theatre presents "Intimate
Apparel": EMU Theatre presents
"Intimate Apparel." Winner of the 2004
New York Drama Critics Circle and the
Outer Critics Circle Awards,"Intimate
Apparel" is a rendering of Esther, a black
seamstress who seeks love and a better
life in New York in 1905. Performances
are scheduled April 1-2; April 7-9, 7
p.m.; and Sunday, April 3, 3 p.m. For
more information or :o purchase tickets,
visit emlch.edu/emutheatre or call the
EMU box office at 487-2282.

Intimate Apparel

�'.l<lllilil,�I Honors Exhibition in Ford Gallery:
The Honors Exhibition is scheduled
through Thursday, March 31, Ford
Gallery. Each year, the EMU Art
Department awards more than $3,000 in
scholarships to students on both a need
and merit basis. A reception is scheduled

March 31, 5-7 p.m., Ford Gallery. An awards announcement will take place at
6 p.m. For more information, contact Gallery Programs Director Greg Tom at
gtom@emich.edu.
• Wiz Khalifa in concert: Tickets are
now on sale for the Wiz Khalifa concert.
The Pittsburgh rapper performs "Black
and Yellow" (currently No. 3 on Billboard
magazine's Hot 110 chart) and other
songs April 4 in the Convocation Center.
For tickets, call 487-2282 or go to
emutix.com.
• TIAA-CREF counseling services:
TIAA-CREF has appointments available
for individual counseling on retirement
for faculty and staff. TIAA-CREF will be
on campus in the Student Center April
12 and April 20. To schedule a free
session, call 1-800-732-8353. For more
information, contact the EMU Benefits
Office at 487-3195.

Wiz Khalifa
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"It's nice to see some of the
programs I work on serving
t he :,
i� h school l:•0<1• "
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Scott Teasdale
Administrative Associate II
Institute for the Study of
Children,, Families and Communities

I

started working at Eastern Michigan University about four years ago. Russ Olwell and Lynn Malinoff were
working on grants and they were looking (to hire) someone with a background in education and b.siness. It really
met my degrees and my passion for education and appreciation for business.
I like Eastern because I feel at home here. I work on grants and educational programs, and I delegate grants with
schools outside of EMU. I like that Eastern helps to facilitate programs in the community.
The students and staff are great and my co-workers are passio,ate about their jobs. They give aro give to the
programs and students here. It's the same for the directors. They support each other in day-to-da·, tasks and
everyone has the same goal - to meet the needs of the programs.
Currently, the main projects I am involved in are: GEAR-UP, B-ight Futures and the Autism Collaboration Center,
all of which are supported by EMU.
GEAR-UP stands for Gaining Early Awareness and Readiness fo- Undergraduate Programs. It is fed:=rally funded and
it serves the 2012 class in the Wayne-Westland, Willow Run and Ypsilanti school districts. The progam serves
these children from seventh grade through their senior years. ,:;EAR UP is designed to increase th=. number of
low-income students who are prepared to enter and succeed ir postsecondary education.
Bright Futures is a 21st Century Community Learning Centers grant from the Michigan Departmen: of Education. It
also serves the Wayne-Westland, Willow Run and Ypsilanti school districts. It provides academical� enriched after
school programs to students in second through 12th grades. Programs include tutoring, mentoring music, dance,
karate and yoga.
The Autism Collaboration Center is a privately funded, nonprofit center at EMU, which focuses on research and
treatment for those with autism. It provides a community atnmsphere for individuals and their fanilies to work on
their issues (with the disorder). The center organizes summer camps, workshops and fundraisers. It also provides
great experience for students to research, observe, participate and deliver services and treatment.
It is nice to see some of the programs I work on serving the high school (Wayne Memorial High School) I attended.
=
I am, in a sense, giving back. I look forward to seeing some o my projects wrap up and I am exc. ted for the
direction Eastern is going. I look forward to finding more grant opportunities. - Contributed by Jen Hawkins

